
This is a big day. So many have worked for over 2 years to get us here. We have a lot of people to thank
including Chief Prosecutor Mary Green, her assistant Wendy McClellan, Detective Anthony Rodriguez,

and all those in the DA's office that worked on this case; Chief McManus, Detective Ramos, and all in the
SAPD that had a part in this case. We need to thank each of the brave witnesses who stepped forward to
testify. We want to thank Judge Jefferson Moore and each member of the jury.

We truly appreciate all the compassion shown us throughout the past 2 years. We have been deeply

touched by the many, many ways Lauren has been remembered and honored by the community.

Today's verdict brings a close to this chapter of the long journey of trying to build a life without our dear

Lauren. No verdíct or punishment could possibly come close to replacing our loss. We will continue to
focus on celebrating how awesome our Lauren was and how she walked so close to God, showing His

love to all. No evil act can quiet God's love. This is why her life touched so many, and continues to, and

why she will never be forgotten.

Lauren's Family,

Parents John & Lauri Bump

Brothers Ryan & Stephen Bump



This is a big day and it took us over 2 years to get here. So many people have worked very hard to make
this happen. We want to thank Chief Prosecutor Mary Green, her assistant Wendy McClellan, Detective
Anthony Rodriguez, and everyone in the DA's office that helped with this case. We want to thank Chief
McManus, Detective Michelle Ramos, and the San Antonio Police Department for their work. We have a
deep appreciation for each of the brave witnesses who stepped forward with vital information while
many suffered personal trauma and pain for what they had experienced. We want to thank each

member of the jury, This was a very difficult case to have to sit through and we truly appreciate the
effort it took to accomplish their task. Last, but certainly not least, we thank Judge Jefferson Moore for
staying impartial and working to ensure all aspects of the law was upheld in the midst of unique
circumstances.

From the moment of our loss, our family has been amazed and deeply touched by the amount of love
and sympathy shown to us and how it has continued throughout this process. So many aspects of this
crime shook this whole community, sending shock waves throughout the state and across the nation.
We can't say 'Thank You' enough for all the outpouring of support to the family as well as for the rnany,
many ways Lauren has been honored and remembered by each of you these past years. You have
impacted us deeply and we will be forever grateful.

The grieving process can be a long journey. Today's verdict helps us to begin to close this chapter and
allows us to continue trying to build a new life around the great hole that has been left in our hearts
from losing our dear Lauren. This was a senseless crime that took the life of one who brought so much
joy, purpose, and healing to this world. We have never sought vengeance or wanted to focus on the
brutality of this crime or the evil of the criminal. No verdict or punishment could possibly come close to
replacing our loss. lnstead, we have focused on celebrating how awesome our Lauren was and how she

walked so close to God, showing His love to all she touched in her short life. lt was God's love that she

showed to others and it continues even today to impact lives all over. No evil act can quiet God's love.

Children are truly a gift from God and we have been so blessed to have hadZ|great years with Lauren.

God has been very gracious to us. We are gratefulfor every moment we had with her. Amazingfy, ín the
last entry in her blog (labump.blogspot.com), Lauren explaíned what she believed SUCCESS in life really
looks like. She had found that the only way to find true purpose and peace in life is to have a personal
growing relationship with Christ Jesus and that finding true JOY in lífe only comes from putting Jesus

fírst in life; Others second; and Yourself last. JOY. Because Lauren had found the true meaning of life and
is now in the arms of our loving Lord, we find such comfort in remembering this world is not our home.
It is a place to show God's love to all each and every day we have been given. This is who Lauren was.

This is why her life touched so many, and continues to, and why she will never be forgotten.

Lauren's Family,

iohn & Lauri Bump, Parents

Ryan & Stephen, Brothers


